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MRI scans are inefficient when the size of the anatomy under
investigation is small relative to the subject’s full extent. The
field of view must be expanded, and acquisition times accord-
ingly prolonged. Shorter scans are feasible with reduced field
of view imaging (rFOV) using outer volume suppression (OVS),
a magnetization preparation sequence that attenuates signal
outside a region of interest (ROI). This work presents a new
OVS sequence with a cylindrical ROI, short duration, and
improved tolerance for Bþ

1 inhomogeneity. The sequence con-
sists of a nonselective adiabatic tipdown pulse, which pro-
vides Bþ

1 -robust signal suppression, and a fast 2D spiral
cylindrical tipback pulse. Analysis of the Bloch equations with
transverse initial magnetization reveals a conjugate symmet-
ric constraint for tipback pulses with small flip angles. This
property is exploited to achieve two-shot performance from
the single-shot tipback pulse. The OVS sequence is validated
in phantoms and in vivo with multislice spiral imaging at 3 T.
The relative signal-to-noise ratio efficiency of the proposed
sequence was 98% in a phantom and 75–90% in vivo. The
effectiveness is demonstrated with cardiovascular rFOV imag-
ing, which exhibits improved resolution and reduced artifacts
compared to conventional, full field of view imaging. Magn
Reson Med 67:1316–1323, 2012. VC 2011 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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Spatial aliasing will occur in an MR image if the k-space
sample spacing is not fine enough to support the full spa-
tial extent of the received signal. This sampling criterion
becomes burdensome and inefficient when the region of
interest (ROI) is small relative to the full spatial extent of
the anatomy. With reduced or restricted field of view
(rFOV) imaging, efficiency can be improved. In an rFOV
acquisition, the prescribed FOV is decreased to
more closely match the ROI size, thereby permitting
shorter readout durations (Tread), fewer k-space segments,
or both. The time savings can be leveraged for faster
acquisitions, improved tolerance to artifacts from motion
or off resonance, finer spatial resolution, and/or better
coverage.

Many rFOV techniques employ outer volume sup-
pression (OVS), a spatial presaturation sequence
which attenuates signal outside the ROI and serves as
a spatial anti-aliasing filter (1). Energy along the read-
out direction is suppressed by hardware filters, so typ-

ically OVS is applied to reduce signal along the direc-
tion(s) orthogonal to the readout. Compared to
multidimensional excitation pulses, whose long dura-
tions can negate the time-efficiency benefit of an rFOV
acquisition (2,3), OVS preparations are applied before
a set of readout intervals (TR) and generally provide
more design flexibility.

Our goal was to develop an OVS design suitable for
multislice cardiovascular spiral imaging at 3 T. Cardio-
vascular imaging is archetypal of the need for rFOV
acquisitions. For example, fine resolution is required for
coronary artery imaging, yet resolution is limited because
most of the acquisition time must be spent avoiding ali-
asing from the surrounding anatomy. At 3 T and higher
field strengths, where increased SNR can be traded for
finer resolution, effective OVS is challenging due to the
greater inhomogeneities in the RF transmit (Bþ

1 ) field and
main magnetic (B0) field. Furthermore, with cardiac
imaging and other time-sensitive protocols, there is a
strong incentive to keep the duration of the OVS
sequence to a minimum.

Many existing OVS sequences are effective only at

lower field strengths (�1.5 T) due to their sensitivity to

Bþ
1 inhomogeneity, or have long durations that preclude

their utilization in cardiac and other rapid imaging

applications. Dynamic radial acquisitions with REST (4),

which uses cosine-modulated saturation pulses to reduce

the FOV orthogonal to each spoke, has been applied in

1.5 T cardiac imaging (5); however, this method is not

suitable for spiral imaging, must be applied once each

TR interval, and in general is Bþ
1 sensitive. A faster, sin-

gle-sided OVS design, which has been used in rapid sin-

gle-shot spin-echo cardiac imaging, is also not robust to

Bþ
1 variation (6). The BISTRO method (7) is capable of

2D OVS with improved Bþ
1 field insensitivity, but its du-

ration is over 200 msec. A 1D OVS design has been used

for spinal cord diffusion imaging at 3 T (8), however the

duration is almost 100 msec due to the need for multiple

quadratic-phase pulses (9).

Pisani et al. used a rapid OVS sequence for functional
MRI of the fetal brain at 1.5 T (10). The OVS design
consists of a long 2D spatially selective spiral tipdown
pulse (11) followed by a Bþ

1 -insensitive adiabatic half-
passage tipback pulse (12,13) and spoiler gradients.
The sequence suppresses signal outside of a cylindrical
ROI, and is ideally suited for multislice spiral or radial
imaging.

In this work, we propose a new 2D OVS preparation
sequence that addresses the challenges of rFOV imaging
at 3 T. The sequence uses an adiabatic pulse and a spiral
pulse to achieve OVS with a cylindrical ROI, similar to
(10). However, in the proposed design, the tipdown
pulse is adiabatic and the tipback pulse is spatially
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selective. For small flip angles, tipback pulses can be sig-
nificantly shorter than the more conventional tipdown
pulses, as discussed below. The total duration of the RF
pulses is 10.2 msec, which is 19% shorter than the 1.5 T
OVS design proposed in (10). Also, the proposed design
is more robust to Bþ

1 inhomogeneity and has a larger sat-
uration bandwidth for improved suppression perform-
ance at 3 T. We use a B1-insensitive rotation type 4 (BIR-
4) tipdown pulse (14). For a fixed RF power, a BIR-4
pulse has a larger bandwidth than a half-passage pulse
(13), which increases suppression bandwidth and
decreases the sensitivity to B0 field variation.

We next discuss the proposed OVS sequence and
details related to its implementation. We then evaluate
its performance in phantoms and establish its utility
within an rFOV imaging protocol. Finally, we evaluate
in vivo performance and provide cardiovascular rFOV
imaging examples at 3 T.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

OVS Design and Performance Measures

The proposed OVS pulse sequence consists of a nonselec-
tive adiabatic tipdown (þ90�x) pulse followed by a 2D
spatially selective tipback (�90�x) pulse and dephasing

gradients, as shown in Fig. 1a. The tipdown pulse rotates
the longitudinal magnetizations of all spins in the
scanning volume into the transverse plane. The tipback
pulse then rotates spins within a cylindrical beam ROI
back to a longitudinal orientation. Finally, spoiler
gradients dephase the remaining transverse signal outside
the ROI. The total duration of the OVS sequence is 12.4
msec. The spatial profile of the longitudinal magne-
tization after OVS preparation is depicted in Fig. 1b.
Figure 2 shows the simulated performance of the OVS
sequence across varying Bþ

1 scale factors and resonance
frequency offsets.

The OVS passband, stopband, and transition regions
are defined in Fig. 1b. One measure of OVS performance
is the stopband attenuation, defined as the ratio of stop-
band signal energy after OVS preparation to the energy
with no preparation. Stopband attenuation, which affects
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) within the ROI when the
FOV is reduced, is primarily determined by the adiabatic
tipdown pulse.

For spiral rFOV imaging, another OVS performance
measure is the relative efficiency, defined as

relative efficiency ¼ mOVS

mbaseline

; ½1�

FIG. 1. a: Diagram of the OVS
pulse sequence, which consists

of a nonselective adiabatic tip-
down pulse followed by a spa-
tially selective tipback pulse.

b: Spatial profile of the longitudi-
nal magnetization (along the
dashed line in the inset 2D pro-

file) after OVS preparation.

FIG. 2. The simulated longitudinal magnetization after OVS preparation demonstrates the robustness of the sequence. Distance |r| is

from the center of the OVS region of interest. The passband is |r| < 2.5 cm, and the stopband is 4 cm < |r| < 20 cm. a: On resonance
(Df ¼ 0 Hz) performance with varying Bþ

1 scale. b: Off resonance performance with Bþ
1 scale ¼ 1.0.
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where m ¼ SNR=ðr2 ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Tacq

p Þ is the SNR efficiency. The rel-
ative efficiency is the additional passband SNR loss after
accounting for changes in acquisition time (Tacq) and
image resolution (q), as compared to a full FOV baseline
image without OVS preparation. We assume that for
both the baseline and OVS acquisitions, TR � T1 and
the echo times (TE) are identical. When all imaging pa-
rameters are identical between the baseline and OVS
scans, the relative efficiency becomes a measure of pass-
band attenuation.

Tipdown Pulse Design

For Bþ
1 robust suppression, we use an 8.0 msec þ90�

BIR-4 tipdown pulse (14) with hyperbolic tangent and
tangent functions for the amplitude and frequency mod-
ulations (b ¼ 10, tan(l) ¼ 130) and a peak RF amplitude
of 0.16 G. To preserve passband signal, the tipback pulse
must be coherent with the passband transverse magnet-
ization. Variation in the local Bþ

1 and B0 fields creates
dispersion of the transverse magnetization phase, lower-
ing the relative efficiency through unwanted stopband
signal and incomplete tipback of the passband signal.
The BIR-4 design parameters were chosen to maximize
coherence and minimize the phase dispersion, defined
as the difference between the maximum and minimum
transverse phase, while maintaining an average suppres-
sion of 0.99 Mo across simulated Bþ

1 scales from 0.5 to
1.0 and resonance offsets from �100 Hz to 100 Hz. These
ranges represent the expected operational environment
within the OVS passband for rFOV cardiovascular imag-
ing (15). The OVS tipdown pulse has a phase dispersion
of 42.9� over this range, and a bandwidth of 680 Hz.

Tipback Pulse Design

We use a 2.2 msec �90� 2D spiral pulse (11) for tipback
with a cylindrical spatial profile, with time-bandwidth
product of 4.0 and gradients spiraling outward to avoid
passband attenuation due to Tþ

2 decay. No rephasing
lobe is necessary because all residual transverse magnet-
ization will be gradient spoiled. The passband width is 5
cm, which is small enough to offer significant rFOV
imaging benefits but still large enough both to image
most vessels even with substantial variation in breath-
hold positioning and to tolerate modest gradient delays.
The two-sided stopband width is 40 cm, which is large
enough to accommodate most body sizes and scan plane
orientations. Gradients can be scaled to adjust the pass-
band width (and transition and stopband widths) as nec-
essary, provided hardware limits are not exceeded.

Unlike a conventional spiral excitation pulse, the sin-
gle-shot tipback pulse has the effective performance of a
two-shot pulse. The second spiral interleaf is generated
by the rotation from the 2D transverse plane to the 1D
longitudinal axis. The real-valued spatial profile of the
longitudinal magnetization after a tipback pulse corre-
sponds to a symmetry constraint in k-space. This phe-
nomenon can be described in terms of the coupling
between the spatial profiles of a conventional excitation
(tipdown) pulse and a tipback pulse, which holds for all
small-tip pulses (Appendix). The spatial profile of a tip-

down pulse, Md
xy(r), with initial longitudinal magnetiza-

tion Mo is related to the corresponding tipback pulse
spatial profile, Mb

z(r), through

Mb
z ðrÞ ¼ � cos hoRe Md

xyðrÞ
n o

þ sin hoIm Md
xyðrÞ

n o
; ½2�

where Moe
jyo is the initial transverse magnetization

before the tipback pulse (Appendix). The tipback spatial
profile is a combination of the tipdown real and imagi-
nary components, which exhibit conjugate symmetry
and antisymmetry, respectively, in excitation k-space (1).
The symmetry constrains the k-space energy distribution
and, for spiral pulses, establishes a second interleaf as
shown in Fig. 3. The imaginary component contains the
mainlobe and even sidelobes while the real component
contains only the odd sidelobes. Because we want the
tipback pulse to be in phase with component containing
the mainlobe, we will refer to the imaginary component
as the in-phase (or I) signal and the real component as
the quadrature (or Q) signal. By proper tuning of the tip-
back RF phase, we can select the I signal—which effec-
tively has twice the stopband width.

We leverage this additional performance for shorter
pulse duration. A shorter pulse reduces Tþ

2 decay in the
passband and limits T1 recovery in the stopband. To
shorten the pulse, the gap between two spiral arms is
increased until the desired stopband width is reached
while satisfying hardware and safety constraints on the
maximum gradient slew rate and peak RF amplitude.
The 2.2 msec tipback pulse in the proposed OVS
sequence has 1.95 times shorter duration than a conven-
tional tipdown pulse with an equivalent spatial profile.

Imaging Experiments

All experiments were performed on a Signa Excite HD 3
T system (GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI) with maximum
gradient amplitude 40 mT/m and slew rate 150 T/m/sec.
All acquisitions used body coil transmission and an 8-
channel phased array cardiac coil for reception. Parallel
imaging was not used.

To calibrate the OVS sequence, we acquired B0 and Bþ
1

maps in a breath-hold using the simultaneous multislice
mapping approach in (16). Average values were calcu-
lated within a circular ROI representing the passband at
the center of each map. The scanner center frequency
was adjusted to compensate for frequency offsets. The
transverse magnetization phase was estimated from the
average Bþ

1 scale using a lookup table of BIR-4 Bloch
simulation results. The tipback RF phase was set to this
value to isolate the I signal, and the tipback amplitude
was adjusted to mitigate Bþ

1 scaling.
Once the OVS sequence was calibrated, full FOV and

rFOV imaging were performed using 2D multislice
spoiled gradient echo acquisitions with uniform-density
16-shot spiral trajectories and spectral spatial RF excita-
tion (17). All acquisitions had a 50� flip angle and 2.0
msec TE. Artificial gating was used for phantom acquisi-
tions, and ECG gating was used for in vivo scans. One
spiral shot was acquired each heartbeat (R-R interval)
per slice, and the TR for each slice varied between 750
and 1000 msec depending on the R-R interval time. The
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OVS preparation was applied once each R-R interval im-
mediately before the first slice-selective excitation pulse.
Images were reconstructed on the scanner with compiled
Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA) software using gridding
with Jacobian density compensation (18). Image analysis
and calculations of efficiency and stopband attenuation
were done offline using Matlab.

OVS validation experiments were performed using a
27 cm diameter doped-water ball phantom (T1 ¼ 190
msec, T2 ¼ 30 msec) and a standard resolution phantom

(T1 ¼ 250 msec, T2 ¼ 20 msec). In vivo performance was
assessed with rFOV cross-sectional imaging of the de-
scending aorta (DAo) and a linear segment of the right
coronary artery (RCA) in two healthy volunteers. Both
subjects were screened for MRI risk factors and provided
informed consent in accordance with institutional
policy. Three adjacent slices were acquired in each ac-
quisition. Imaging parameters are shown in Table 1. For
the DAo scans, the OVS passband was scaled to 9 cm to
capture the vena cava. For coronary artery imaging, the

FIG. 3. Relationship between the tipdown spatial profile, Md
xy(r), and the tipback spatial profile, Mb

z(r), for a simulated spiral pulse applied
along x̂. For any small-tip pulse, the tipback profile is equivalent to a weighted combination of the real and imaginary components of

the tipdown profile. The weights depend on the tipback RF phase and on yo, the phase of the initial transverse magnetization. Due to
conjugate-symmetry, the spectrum of the spiral tipback pulse contains a second interleaf, which doubles the distance between side-
lobes in the spatial profile. This additional performance is leveraged to shorten the tipback pulse and reduce the duration of the OVS

sequence.

Table 1
Imaging Parameters for SNR Comparisons Among Experiments

Subject Acquisition type FOV (cm) r (mm) Tread (msec) Tacq (msec) Slice thickness (mm) Figure

Res phantom Full FOV 20 0.6 25.8 361.2 10.0 4c,d
Res phantom Full FOVa 20 0.6 25.8 361.2 10.0 4e,f
Res phantom rFOVa 20 0.6 5.3 74.2 10.0 4h

Ball phantom Full FOV 36 3.0 4.1 49.2 10.0 4g
Ball phantom Full FOVa 36 3.0 4.1 49.2 10.0 4i,j

DAo Full FOV 32 2.0 6.1 85.4 10.0 5a,b
DAo Full FOVa 32 2.0 6.1 85.4 10.0 5c,d
DAo rFOVa 16 2.0 2.5 35 10.0 5e

DAo rFOVa 16 1.15 5.7 79.8 10.0 5f
RCA Full FOV 26 0.8 28.4 454.4 7.5 6a,b

RCA Full FOVa 26 0.8 28.4 454.4 7.5 6c,d
RCA rFOVa 13 0.8 7.1 113.6 7.5 6e
RCA rFOVa 13 0.4 25.2 403.2 15 6f

All experiments used 16 spiral shots, 50� flip angle and TE ¼ 2.0 mec, and TR ¼ 750–1000 msec.
aOVS preparation was used.
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diastolic quiescent period was located with cine imaging
before data collection, and respiratory motion was con-
trolled with end-exhalation breath holds. The cross-
sectional coronary artery images were reconstructed with
frequency-segmented off resonance compensation (19)
using 3.0 mm resolution field maps also acquired during
the scan. Data were gridded with measured k-space tra-
jectories (20) to reduce artifacts due to inaccurate genera-
tion of the gradient fields.

RESULTS

The OVS performance measures for each phantom and in
vivo experiment are listed in Table 2. Intrinsic T2 attenua-
tion during the OVS sequence was assessed using the
specified values for the phantoms and nominal T2 values
of 275 msec for blood in the DAo (21) and 40 msec for tis-
sues surrounding the RCA (22). From Bloch simulation,
we have measured the effective transverse duration time
for the tipdown and tipback pulses to be 5.2 msec and

350 msec, respectively. Thus the intrinsic passband signal
loss including the 120 msec interpulse hardware delay is
exp(�5.67/Tþ

2 ) for T
þ
2 in milliseconds.

For the ball phantom, the measured Bþ
1 scale in the

5 cm passband was 0.90 6 0.11. The OVS stopband
attenuation was 95%, and the relative efficiency was
81%. When intrinsic T2 decay was considered, the
efficiency was 98%. Images from both phantoms are
shown in Fig. 4. Figure 4a,b show the I and Q signals
acquired with the OVS passband width scaled to 1.9
cm to demonstrate the conjugate symmetry constraint
described in Fig. 3. For the resolution phantom, the
rFOV image of the comb object (Fig. 4h) has less
blurring as compared to the full FOV image
(Fig. 4d), even though both have the same prescribed
resolution.

For the DAo experiments, the measured Bþ
1 scale in

the 9 cm passband was 0.82 6 0.24 across the three sli-
ces. The OVS stopband attenuation was 90% and the rel-
ative efficiency was 88%, but 90% when T2 decay was

FIG. 4. OVS performance in phantoms. Ball phantom images with the OVS tipback gradients scaled to show the structure of the I (a)
and Q (b) signals, acquired by selectively tuning the tipback pulse RF phase. Resolution phantom images with a full FOV before (c,
detail of the comb in d) and after (e, detail in f) OVS preparation, and with a rFOV (h) at the same prescribed resolution. Off resonance

blurring artifacts are not evident in the rFOV image. Ball phantom images with a full FOV before (g) and after (i,j) OVS preparation.
Image (j) is 5� clipped to show the noise floor.

Table 2
OVS Performance

Subject
Acquisition

type
Expected

relative SNR

Expected

relative
SNR (incl. T2)

Stop-band
atten. SNR

Relative
efficiency

Relative

efficiency
(incl. T2)

Ball phantom Full FOV – – – 65.6 – –
Ball phantom Full FOVa 1.0 0.83 95% 53.1 81% 98%
DAo Full FOV – – – 45.2 – –

DAo Full FOVa 1.0 0.98 90% 39.7 88% 90%
DAo rFOVa 0.64 0.63 – 21.3 74% 75%

DAo rFOVa 0.32 0.31 – 11.6 80% 83%
RCA Full FOV – – – 22.8 – –
RCA Full FOVa 1.0 0.87 85% 16.2 71% 82%

RCA rFOVa 0.50 0.43 – 7.7 68% 79%
RCA rFOVa 0.47 0.41 – 7.1 66% 76%

The expected SNR factor is relative to the full FOV baseline scans without OVS.
aIndicates OVS preparation was used.
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considered. Images from a representative slice are shown

in Fig. 5. The rFOV images exhibit fewer artifacts, as

seen around the vena cava, compared to the full FOV

images. The accuracy of the OVS calibration is con-

firmed by the Q signal image (Fig. 5g), which shows lit-

tle remaining passband energy compared to the I signal

image (Fig. 5c).
For the RCA experiments, the measured Bþ

1 scale in

the 5 cm passband was 0.72 6 0.25 across the three sli-

ces. The OVS stopband attenuation was 85% and the rel-

ative efficiency was 71%, but 82% when T2 decay was

considered. Images from a representative slice are shown

in Fig. 6. The full FOV image (Fig. 6b) contains residual

blurring artifacts which are not apparent in the rFOV

image (Fig. 6f).

DISCUSSION

OVS performance degrades when Bþ
1 scales are small

(<0.3), the off resonance bandwidth is large (>300 Hz),
or the tissue Tþ

2 in the passband is short (<50 msec).
Smaller Bþ

1 scales limit the effectiveness of the tipdown
and tipback pulses and cause greater dispersion of the
passband transverse magnetization phase. Similarly,
severe off resonance decreases the coherency between
the transverse magnetization and the tipback pulse, caus-
ing the tipback of more Q signal and less I signal and,
consequently, lower efficiency.

For these reasons, at field strengths higher than 3 T,
the tipdown pulse should be re-optimized to balance
phase coherence with pulse duration and intrinsic Tþ

2

attenuation. Depending on the off resonance bandwidth,

FIG. 5. OVS performance around the descending aorta. Images with a full FOV before (a, detail in b) and after (c, detail in d) OVS prep-

aration, and with a rFOV (f) at the same prescribed resolution. A fine-resolution rFOV image (e) is also shown. Blurring and ringing arti-
facts around the vena cava (arrow) are less evident in both rFOV images. The Q signal (g), shown with 10� clipping, indicates that OVS

calibration was successful and minimal passband signal was lost. [Color figure can be viewed in the online issue, which is available at
wileyonlinelibrary.com.]

FIG. 6. OVS performance with
coronary artery imaging and off

resonance correction. Images
will a full FOV image before (a,
detail in b) and after (c, detail in
d) OVS preparation, and with a
rFOV prescribed with the same

(f) and finer (e) resolution.
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the delay between the tipdown and tipback pulses could
be adjusted to improve the coherency. We investigated
optimizing this delay, but found through Bloch simula-
tion and experimental testing that the performance bene-
fits at 3 T were negligible. At higher magnet strengths
with greater field inhomogeneities, this may have a more
significant impact.

The proposed OVS design is flexible and permits cus-
tomization to many applications. A spiral tipback pulse
makes the OVS ideally suited for polar trajectories,
however a 1D tipback pulse could be used instead for
Bþ
1 -robust OVS in Cartesian acquisitions. The duration of

the OVS sequence is clearly dominated by the BIR-4 tip-
down pulse, which could be replaced by a shorter adia-
batic pulse for faster OVS and less Tþ

2 decay at the
expense of Bþ

1 robustness and saturation bandwidth.
Alternatively, to improve tolerance to Bþ

1 field variation,
a longer BIR-4 pulse or a tailored saturation (15)
sequence could be substituted. In these cases, the tip-
down pulse parameters need to be chosen to maximize
coherency and a new lookup table generated for OVS
calibration.

The proposed design is compatible with other magnet-
ization preparation techniques. For preparation sequen-
ces applied before OVS, there will be no adverse interfer-
ences as long as all transverse magnetization is dephased
before OVS begins. It is therefore compatible with
sequences such as adiabatic T2 Prep (23) and spatial and
spectral presaturations. It is also compatible with inver-
sion preparations because inverted magnetization will
assume the OVS spatial profile. Combining OVS with
techniques such as double inversion black-blood prepa-
ration (24) will be effective for blood flowing through the
cylindrical beam of the passband. For preparation
sequences applied after OVS, shorter preparations are
recommended because the stopband suppression will
abate according to T1.

The OVS sequence may be valuable in other imaging
protocols. Scan times can be reduced in navigated
acquisitions with OVS. Navigators positioned outside the
passband beam may be attenuated, but in a cardiac pro-
tocol (25) the R-R interval will provide time for the
navigator signal to regenerate. In flow-sensitive spiral
acquisitions (26), the OVS sequence may improve spatial
resolution and velocity estimation accuracy. The 2D mul-
tislice imaging protocol can be extended to a 3D acquisi-
tion of the cylindrical passband volume. Because one
logical gradient is unused during the tipback pulse, pro-
file variations along the cylinder may arise from spatially
variant system imperfections. For real-time imaging, the
OVS sequence could be applied at a frequency dictated
by the local T1 relaxation times. The high RF power of
the BIR-4 pulse has minimal effects when applied once
per R-R interval, as in this study. However, in other
applications these effects may need further consideration
when choosing the OVS repetition interval.

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a new design for 2D OVS and rFOV
imaging at 3 T. The proposed design has a short duration
yet is still robust to Bþ

1 attenuation. We have developed

a solution to the Bloch equations using a small-tip angle
approximation for transverse initial conditions, and for-
mulated the solution to describe a general relationship
between the spatial profiles of tipback pulses and con-
ventional tipdown pulses. This relationship explains a
unique property of spiral tipback pulses: single-shot
pulses have the equivalent performance of two-shot
pulses. The duration of the OVS sequence was kept to a
minimum by exploiting this property. There was some
loss of efficiency with the sequence, but for the cardio-
vascular imaging scenarios we considered this was ac-
ceptable. We have demonstrated the advantages of rFOV
imaging, including reduced image artifacts and the abil-
ity to both prescribe and achieve finer spatial resolu-
tions. The flexibility of the design permits a tradeoff
between duration and SNR performance, and may be
suitable for real-time imaging.

APPENDIX

Analysis of Small-Tip Pulses with Transverse Initial
Magnetization

Here we formulate a general relationship between the
magnetization spatial profiles of tipdown and tipback
pulses with small flip angles. A similar analysis can be
performed for frequency-selective and other types of
small-tip pulses. We use the superscripts d and b to refer
to the tipdown and tipback scenarios, respectively. Com-
plex transverse magnetizations and RF waveforms are
denoted as Mxy ¼ Mx þ jMy and B1 ¼ B1,x þ jB1,y. When
relaxation is ignored, the Bloch equations in the rotating
frame are

_Mxy ¼ �jg r �Gð ÞMxy þ jgMzB1 ½A1�

and

_Mz ¼ gB1;yMx � gB1;xMy ¼ �gIm B�
1Mxy

� �
; ½A2�

where * denotes complex conjugation.
In a conventional tipdown or excitation scenario, a

pulse of duration T with RF waveform B1(t) and gradient
waveform G(t) is applied to a spin system with longitu-
dinal initial magnetization Mo. The spatial profile of the
final transverse magnetization Md

xy(r) is formulated by
solving the Bloch equations assuming a small flip angle
so that Md

z 	 Mo. The resulting spatial profile is

Md
xyðrÞ ¼ jgMo

ZT

0

B1ðtÞejr�k
dðtÞdt; ½A3�

where kd(t) ¼ �g$TtG(s)ds is the conventional excitation
k-space coordinate (11).

In the tipback scenario, the initial magnetization is

transverse and the spatial profile of the final longitudinal

magnetization Mb
z(r) is desired. Define the initial magnet-

ization to be Moe
jyo with yo increasing counter-clockwise

from x̂. In a manner similar to the conventional small-tip
approximation, we assume the tipback pulse rotates the
magnetization vector out of the transverse plane by only
a small amount so that |Mb

xy|	Mo � Mb
z . Equation A1
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then decouples from Eq. A2, and the solution to Eq. A1
at time T becomes

Mb
xyðrÞ 	 Moe

jhoejr�kc ; ½A4�

where kc ¼ �g$T0G(s)ds. The desired spatial profile of the

tipback pulse is found by solving the system in Eqs. A2

and A4, which yields

Mb
z ðrÞ ¼ �gMoIm ejho

ZT

0

B�
1ðtÞejr�k

bðtÞdt

8<
:

9=
;; ½A5�

where kb(t) ¼ �g$t0G(s)ds. Note that kc ¼ kb(t) þ kd(t).
If the tipback pulse has waveforms B1(t) and G(t) identi-

cal to the tipdown pulse, then the spatial profiles Mb
z(r)

andMd
xy(r) can be related. Substituting Eq. A3 in A5 yields

Mb
z ðrÞ ¼ � cosðho þ r � kcÞMd

x ðrÞ � sinðho þ r � kcÞMd
y ðrÞ:

½A6�

The undesired spatial modulation can be removed by
instead using waveforms �B1(T � t) and G(T � t) for the
tipback pulse. Ignoring effects from relaxation and off
resonance, these waveforms correspond to a direct rever-
sal of the tipdown rotation process. With these wave-
forms, the spatial profile becomes

Mb
z ðrÞ ¼ cos ðhoÞMd

x ð�rÞ þ sin ðhoÞMd
y ð�rÞ: ½A7�

The space-reversal can be removed by using waveforms
�Bþ

1 (T � t) and G(T � t), which yields

Mb
z ðrÞ ¼ � cos hoM

d
x ðrÞ þ sin hoM

d
y ðrÞ: ½A8�

The modulation and space-reversal could also be removed
from Eq. A6 by redesigning the pulse so that kc ¼ 0.

This defines the general relationship between the tip-

down and tipback scenarios for any small-tip pulse.

When the initial magnetization is transverse, the final

longitudinal magnetization is a weighted sum of the

components of the final transverse magnetization had

the initial magnetization been longitudinal. Fig. 3 illus-

trates this relationship for spiral pulses.
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